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Chapterr  3 

Quantumm Oracle Interrogation 

Inn this chapter  we discuss the quantum query complexity of the 'oracle inter-
rogation''  problem: For  a black-box function z : { 1 , . .. , n} —+ {0 ,1 }, how 
manyy queries are necessary to recover  (with high probability ) the n unknown 
bitss Zi  2n? First, we will describe a quantum interrogation algorithm that — 
withh high probability — obtains the n bits using only ~ + y/n black box queries. 
Next,, an 'approximatin g version' of interrogation is discussed. It is shown how 
withh k^ black box queries one can produce an approximation of z that gets 
^^ + y/k{n — k) bits (expected) of zx  zn correct. 

3.11 Introductio n 

Considerr a quantum computer in combination with a black-box function z that de-
scribess an n bit string z\  z„. We will show how | + y/n calls to the oracle are 
sufficientt to guess the whole content of the oracle (being an n bit string) with probabil-
ityy greater than 95%. This contrasts the power of classical computers, which require n 
callss to achieve the same task. From this result it follows that any function with the n 
bitss of z as input, can be calculated using | + y/n queries to z provided that we allow a 
smalll  probability of error. It is also shown that an error probability e can be established 
byy \ + 0(log(~))y/n oracle queries. 

Inn the second part of the chapter, 'approximate interrogation' is discussed. This is 
whenn only a certain fraction of the n bits of z are requested. Also for this scenario does 
thee quantum algorithm outperform the classical protocols. An example is given where 
aa quantum procedure with 5̂ queries returns a string of which 80% of the bits are 
correct.. Any classical protocol would need ^ queries to establish such a correctness 
ratio. . 
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3.22 Known Quantum Query Complexity Bounds 

Variouss articles [10,40,72] have determined several lower bounds on the capability of 
quantumm computers to outperform classical computers in the black-box setting. These 
boundss refer to the required amount of queries to a black-box or oracle (with a domain 
sizee n) in order to decide some general property of this black-box. For example, if we 
wantt to know (with bounded error) the parity of the n values, then it is still necessary 
forr a quantum computer to call the black-box | times[10, 72]. It has also been shown 
thatt for the exact calculation of certain functions (the bitwise OR for example) all n 
callss are required[10]. 

Here,, we present an upper bound on the number of black-box queries that is suffi-
cientt to compute any function over the n bits provided that we allow a small probability 
off  error. More specifically, it will be shown that for every unknown black-box, there is 
aa potential speed-up of almost a factor of two if we want to know everything there is 
too know about the oracle function. By this the following is meant. If the domain of the 
oraclee has size n, a classical computer will have to apply n calls in order to know all n 
bitss describing the oracle. Below, it will be proven that a quantum computer can per-
formm the same task with high probability using only | + y/n queries. From this result it 
immediatelyy follows that any function F on the domain {0,1} " can be calculated with 
aa small two-sided error using only | + y/n calls. 

Thee factor-of-two gain can be increased by going to approximating interrogation 
procedures.. If we do not longer require to know all of the n bits but are instead already 
satisfiedd with a certain percentage of correct bits, then the difference between classical 
andd quantum computation becomes bigger. An example of this occurs when we want 
too guess the string such that we can expect 80% of the bits to be correct. A quantum 
computerr can do this with one-sixth of the queries that a classical computer requires: 
ŷ jj  quantum calls versus ^ classical calls. This also illustrates that the procedure de-
scribedd here is not a 'superdense coding-in-disguise', which would allow a reduction 
byy only a factor of two[21]. 

3.33 Definition of the Interrogation Problem 

Thee setting for this chapter is as follows. We try to investigate the potential differences 
betweenn a quantum and a classical computer when both cases are confronted with an 
oraclee z. The only thing known in advance about this z is that it is a binary-valued 
functionn with a domain of size n. We will view this oracle z : { 1 , . . . , n} —+ {0,1} 
ass the 7i-bit string it defines: z = zy -  zn e {0,1}" . The goal for both computers 
iss to obtain the complete string z with high probability with as few oracle calls to 
zz as possible. The phrase "with high probability" means that for every possible z 
thee final answer of the algorithm should be exactly z with probability at least 95%. 
(Thee probability is thus taken over the runs of the algorithm if we would repeat the 
protocoll  for a specific z.) Note that we are primarily concerned with the complexity 
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off  the algorithm in terms of oracle calls, both the time and space requirements of the 
algorithmss are not considered when analyzing the complexity differences. The model 
off  an oracle as it used here goes also under the name of black-box, or database-query 
model. . 

Definitionn 6 (Interrogation Task) Consider an unknown black-box containing n bits 
zz = z\  zn. The interrogation task is to recover the whole string z (with high proba-
bility). bility). 

Wee call this problem interrogating black-box because afterwards, every possible ques-
tionn about z can be answered correctly (with high probability). 

3.44 The Quantum Algorith m 
Thee algorithm that we will present here is an approximation of the procedure de-
scribedd in the Equation 2.6. Instead of calculating the phase values (- l )^* ) for all 
xx e {0,1}" , we will do this only for the strings n that do not have a Hamming 
weightt Ĥ Hi (the number of ones in a bit string) above a certain threshold k. By doing 
so,, we can reduce the number of necessary oracle calls while obtaining an outcome that 
stilll  has a high fidelity with the 'perfect state' of Equation 2.6. The drawback is this 
proceduree is not exact anymore: with a small probability we obtain a string different 
fromm z. 

Ass stated in Fact 4, the value (x, z) corresponds to the parity of a subset of bits z^ 
wheree this set is determined by the ones in the string xi  xn. To calculate the parity 
wee can perform a sequence of additions modulo 2 of the relevant z{ values, where 
eachh Zi has to be (and can be) obtained by one oracle call. Therefore, the Hamming 
weightt ||x|| j equals the 'oracle call complexity' of the procedure (for an arbitrary bit 
bb 6 {0,1}) : 

|x)|6>> > \x)\b@(x,z)). (3.1) 
|xj|tt oracle calls 

Sincee the number of z-queries will be limited by a threshold number k, this implies 
thatt we can only compute the parity value (x, z) if the Hamming weight of x is less 
thann or equal to k. The algorithm that performs this conditional parity calculation is 
denotedd by Ak and its behavior is thus defined by: 

whichh can be done with at most k oracle calls for every x\ — -xn. Because Ak is 
reversiblee and does not induce any undesired phase changes it follows from the super-
positionn principle that we can apply Ak also to a superposition of different x strings. 
Thiss will allow us to prove the following theorem. 
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Theoremm 1 (Quantum Interrogation) Consider an unknown n-bit black box z = 
z\z\  zn € {0,1}" . There exist a quantum algorithm with query complexity \ + y/n 
thatthat recovers the whole string z with 95% probability of success. 

Proof::  We exhibit the algorithm in detail. Prepare the state ^  ̂ which is an equally 
weightedd superposition of bit strings of size n with Hamming weight ||x||: less than or 
equall  to k, and an additional qubit in the state -75 (|0) - |1)) attached to it: 

I**>®^(|0>-|1 »» := - = \ Y. I*> ®;fc(|0>-|l», (3-3) 

withh Mfc the appropriate normalization factor calculated by the number of a: strings that 
havee Hamming weight less than or equal to k: 

MMkk := £ ( " )  (3.4) 

Applyingg the above-described protocol Ak (Equation 3.2) to this state yields (re-
quiringg k oracle calls): 

11 / IMIi<*  \ 
X fc|**>®^(|0)-|l »» = - = X; (-l)(^|x> ®^(|0)-|l)X3.5) 

VV  k \x€{0,l} " / 

Heree we see how the phases of the state A l̂̂ fe) contain a part of the desired informa-
tionn about z\' — zn similar to Equation 2.6. 

Iff  we set k to its maximum k = n, then applying an 71-fold Hadamard to the first 
nn qubits of .Ajtl̂ fc) would give us exactly the state \z\  zn). The minimum value 
kk = 0 leads to a state that does not reveal anything about z. For all the other possible 
valuess of 0 < k < n there we have the situation that applying H®n to the rc-register 
off  Ak\tyk) gives a state that is close to \zi  zn), but not exactly. For a given n, this 
fidelityfidelity (statistical correspondence) between the acquired state and z depends on k: as 
kk gets bigger, the fidelity increases. 

Thee n qubits that should give z\  zn after the H®n transformation, is described 
byy (see Equation 3.5): 

!*'* >> = I f E (-i)^!*) . (3-6) 
**  k X6{0,1} " 

Thee probability that this state gives the correct string of 2-bits equals the square of its 
fidelityy with the perfect state \^'n): 

Prob(A**  outputs z) = \(%\K)\2 (3.7) ) 
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Thee signs of the amplitudes of \Wk) and |\^}  will be the same for all registers x with 
||x||| l < k, whereas for the other strings with ||x|| t > k the amplitudes of | ^ ) are zero. 
Thee fidelity between the two states can therefore be calculated in a straightforward 
way,, yielding for the correctness probability (using Equation 3.4): 

Prob(A**  outputs z) = ^ = è è ( " ) - ( 3 '8) 

t = 00 ^  ' 

Thiss equality shows the reason why the algorithm also works for values of k around 
|| + x/n. For large n the binomial distribution approaches the Gaussian distribution. 
Thee requirement that the correctness probability has some value significantly greater 
thann |, translates into the requirement that k has to be bigger than the average | by 
somee multiple of the standard deviation \ y/n of the Hamming weights over the set of 
bitt strings {0,1}" . Because less that 5% of the binomial distribution is concentrated 
inn the right tail that is at least two standard deviations away from the middle, it can be 
shownn that 

P r o b ^ n ^jj  outputs z) > 0.95 (3.9) 

forr every value of n. 
Thiss proves that the following algorithm will give us the requested n oracle values 

z\z\  zn with an error-rate of less than 5%, using only |_f + v^J queries to the oracle. 

1.. Initia l state preparation: Prepare a register of n + 1 qubits in the state 

ass in Equation 3.3. 

2.. Oracle calls: Apply the A  ̂procedure of Equation 3.2, for k = [ | + y/n\ oracle 
queries. . 

3.. Hadamard transformation: Perform n Hadamard transforms to the first n 
qubitss on the register (the state Î Ĵ ) in Equation 3.6). 

4.. Final observation: Observe the same first n qubits in the standard basis |0), 11). 
Thee outcome of this observation is our guesss for the oracle description zx-  zn. 
Thiss estimation of z will be correct for all n bits with error probability less than 
5%. . 

D D 
Ann expected error-rate of significantly less than 5% can easily be obtained if we 

increasee the threshold A: with a multiple of the standard deviation \s/n. With the use 
off  the Chernoff bound, we can thus show that 

Proberror(A;; = f + Av^) < e 3A . 
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Hencee we conclude that an error rate of e or less can be established with 

**  < |+(y§i°g({))^ 

queriess to the oracle z. 

3.55 Comparison with Classical Algorithm s 

Considerr now a classical computer Bk that is allowed to query the oracle k times. 
Thiss implies that after the procedure n — k bits of z are still unknown. Under the 
uniformm distribution Probfz) = 2~n, we thus have a probability of 2k~n of guessing 
thee remaining n - k bit correctly. Hence, the probability of recovering the n-bit string 
z\z\  zn by a classical algorithm is: 

Prob(£fcc outputs z) < -—r. (3.10) 
2nn k 

Thiss establishes the following lemma. 

Lemmaa 1 (Classical Interrogation) For an error probability of less than \, the clas-
sical,sical, probabilistic, query complexity of the interrogation problem is n. 

Thee space complexity of the quantum and the classical algorithms is in both cases 
linearr in n. 

3.66 Approximate Interrogation 
Inn this section we ask ourself what happens if we want to know only a certain fraction 
off  the n unknown bits. In other words: Given a threshold of k oracle-queries, what is 
thee maximum expected number of correct bits c that we can obtain via an 'approximate 
interrogation'' procedure if we assume the uniform distribution Prob(-s) = 2~n over the 
stringss z e {0,1}? 

3.77 Classical Approximate Interrogation 
Inn the classical setting the analysis is again straightforward. If we query k out of n 
bits,, then we know k bits with certainty and we have to randomly guess the other n — k 
bitss of which we can expect 50% to be correct. The total number of correct bits will 
thereforee be 

4 ' ""  = \ + \ , (3-11) 

whichh shows a linear relation between k and c. 
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3.88 Quantum Approximate Interrogation 

Thee quantum procedure for approximate interrogation will be the same algorithm that 
wee used in the first part of this chapter, but with a different initial state ^fc. We now 
alloww the amplitudes otj of tyk to depend on the Hamming weight of the bit strings x: 

KK M-*-! ! 1 — J 

!** >> = E 7 ^ E l*>'  <312) 

j = 00 v\i) x£{0, l } n 

withh the normalization restriction ]P. \aj\ = 1. 
Afterr the preparation of this state tyk, the algorithm is continued with an application 

off  the k query procedure Ak, in the same way as described in Section 3.4. The n bits 
outcomee of this protocol will correspond to a certain degree with the interrogated bit 
stringg z\"-zn. This degree depends on k and the amplitudes a,-. 

3.99 The Expected Number  of Correct Bits 
Inn this section we will calculate how many bits we can expect to be correct for the 
quantumm interrogation procedure with the initial state k̂ of Equation 3.12. We do 
thiss by assuming that the unknown bit string consists of zeros only: z = 0  0. The 
expectedd number of correct bits for the algorithm equals therefore the expected number 
off  zeros of the observed output string y. Because we can make the assumption z = 
00  0 without loss of generality, we then conclude that this number will the expected 
numberr of correct bits for any z € {0, l } n . 

Thee inner-product between x and z will be zero for every x, hence applying A k to 
^&&  will not change the initial state: 

kk - l|s!li=J 

j=oj=o  \ /(" ) ze{o,i}" 

Afterr this Ak, we perform the n Hadamard transforms on all n qubits, yielding a new 
state: : 

kk IMII= J 

H®M*|** )) = V - ^ = V H ® » (3.14) 
**  ' / / r t \ *~~* 
3=03=0 y {j)  x€{0,l} " 

kk 11*11 l=j 

v '' ye{o,i}« j=o Jij) *e{o,i} » 

Becausee the above state is invariant under permutation, the probability of observing a 
certainn string y depends only on its Hamming weight \\y\\v In the Appendix of this 
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thesiss it is shown that this gives us the following equality for the expected number of 
zeros: : 

E[#zeros(H®"Afe|^}) ]]  = £ t  [n J |<Ofr-É|H®Mfcj#fc)| 
4=00 W 

~~ 2"  ^  W 
(=00 v 

—— 2" ^-' \ * 

E
QJJ y ^ f.nto'i™-' )̂ 

j = 00 W ^ . j X 6 { 0 , 1 } " 

(=0 0 

fe-1 fe-1 

j=oo w L j i=o v 

nn - A / i 

== Ö + £ Re(aJ'aj*+l ) ? + 1 Vn - J-
j=0 j=0 

Wee can therefore conclude that the expected number Ck of correctly guessed bits for 
thee quantum protocol will be (for given k and a,-): 

fc-i fc-i 

44u&atu&at = ? + ERfi (^ a;+i)v7Tï>/^7. (3.16) ) 
j = 0 0 

Thiss equation allows us to optimize the ctj amplitudes such that Ck will be as big as 
possible.. (Note that for such an optimal solution we can always assume Qj e R 
withoutt loss of generality.) Two examples of such optimizations will be given below, 
bothh of them showing an improvement over the classical algorithm. 

3.100 Interrogation with One Quantum Query 

Iff  we allow the quantum computer to ask only one query (k — 1) to the oracle, then 
Equationn 3.16 is maximized by choosing a0 — ai — 4-, thus giving for the expected 
numberr of correct bits 

„quantt _ n . \ n 

22++  2 
(3.17) ) 

Whenn we compare this with Equation 3.11, we see that a classical algorithm would 
requiree k — y/n queries to match the power of a single quantum query. 
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3.111 Interrogation with Many Queries 

Lett us assume that A; is a square with 0 < £ < \. We can then define the amplitudes 
Qjj  G R according to 

ƒƒ 0 ilO<j<k-y/k 

Usingg Equation 3.16, this gives for the expected ratio of correct bits 

quant t 

(3.18) ) 

(3.19) ) 

(3.20) ) 

Fromm this analysis it followss that for big enough n and all values k < ~, we can ignore 
thee 0(4%) term in the above equation. For k bigger than |, we can always adopt the 
samee interrogation scheme that we used to reach the perfect correctness rate cq,2 « n. 
Thiss gives us the following theorem. 

Theoremm 2 For big enough n and k queries, the above described algorithm has an 
expectedexpected correctness rate c/n of 

""  \ 1 if k > % 

Lemmaa 2 (Classical Approximate Interrogation) In the same setting as the previ-
ousous section, the classical fraction of correct bits is 

.ïdass i U 

—— = k + 7T- (3' 22) 

nn 2 2n 
Thiss result is summarized in Figure 3.1 and gives a clear example of a quantum 

reductionn in the query complexity of the approximate interrogation problem. This 
improvementt is especially significant for small values of £. For example, if we allot 
thee quantum protocol ^ queries, then we can expect 80% of the bits to be correct. Any 
classicall  algorithm would need six times as much (k — ^p) queries to obtain such a 
ratio. . 

3.122 Conclusions 
Thee model of quantum computation does not permit a general significant speed-up of 
thee existing classical algorithms.[10] Instead, we have to investigate for each different 
kindd of problem whether there is a possible gain by using quantum algorithms or not. 
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Approximat ee Interrogation for  Big N: 

1 1 

ii  c/N 

fraction n 
of f 

correct t 
buss Q 

00 k/N 1 
fractionn of queries —*-

Figuree 3.1: Comparison of the interrogation effectiveness between classical and quan-
tumm computers. 

Heree it has been shown that for every binary function z : {0,1} " — {0,1}  we can 
obtainn the full description of the function with high probability while querying z only 
|| + y/n times. A classical computer always requires n calls to determine Z\  z„  with 
thee same kind of success probability. 

Thee lower bounds on PARITY (with bounded error) and OR (with no allowed error) 
forr black-boxes[10, 40] show us that any quantum algorithm must use at least ? calls to 
obtainn z with bounded error, and that the full n queries are necessary to determine the 
stringg without error, respectively. Furthermore, it has been shown by Farhi et al. [41] 
thatt the | + \fn of this chapter cannot be reduced any further: it is a tight bound for 
thee interrogation task (up to a constant in front of the \Jn term). 

Thee term 'approximate interrogation' was used for the scenario where we are in-
terestedd in obtaining a certain fraction of the n unknown bits. Again we could see how 
aa quantum procedure outperforms the possible classical algorithms (Figure 3.1). 

classicall  interrogation: 

quantumm interrogation: 


